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GRADES 6-12 DISTANCE LEARNING 
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Grade Level Computer Maintenance, Grades 9-12 

Week of 04/14/2020 

*All assigned work due by Sunday at midnight 

 

(SUBJECT AREA) 
Week at a Glance 

Dear Parent: 

 

The online “Magazine” format that I created for this class is designed to be enjoyable, low-stress, and 

informative.  It contains both original material and links to available, high-quality videos, online articles, 

manufacturer information, and product valuations/tests/reviews. Students do not view all content.  Instead, 

they self-select content so that they can match the material to their own needs and interests.  Learning 

standards include: 

 

 applying academic skills to the requirements of computer technologies 

 knowledge of electronics and reading schematics 

 hardware troubleshooting  

 Components like CPUs, storage devices, and peripheral devices  

 career opportunities in the IT field 

 

Lesson Frame: 

 

This week we will view web sites and online videos that cover a wide range of topics that have been 

organized into a “magazine” format.  The student is expected to navigate through lists of topics and self-select 

which articles/videos to view in order to gain knowledge of the IT world while  

understanding the responsibilities of self-directed learning. 

 

Estimated Time to Complete: 1 hour (as required for all elective courses) 

Resources Needed: 

 

Download this week’s new copy NewPC Magazine.  Do not use the copy from last week; this week’s copy 

has been changed so that online materials have a built-in ability to log their progress and accumulate points 

for grading. 

 

Non-Digital Resources: none 

 

Lesson Delivery (What do we want you to learn?): 



 
Aledo Independent School District 

Topics range from practical computer maintenance, to product performance evaluations, and even some fun 

peeks at old-school technologies, like a 1984 Commodore Computer game hidden in a track on an old vinyl 

music album.  Articles will also include social commentary, industry information, and a chance to consider 

the impact of technology on current events. 

 

Engage and Practice (What do we want you to do?): 

Like any magazine, you do not read it cover-to-cover.  Instead, I expect you to choose the material that you 

find interesting and enjoyable, that peaks your curiosity.  You will choose one or more paths through the 

magazine’s 11 departments. 

 

Create and Submit (What do we want you to turn in?): 

Each online reference (videos only) will have a way to record your comments at the end so that you 

automatically accumulate points.  This week, you will need to accumulate at least 60 points to get full credit 

for the work.  It should take about one hour to view enough material to get 60 points. You will receive one 

grade this week, which will be visible in the Gradebook once I have recorded it after the Sunday deadline. 

 

You don’t need to turn in any documents this week. 

Optional Extension Opportunity (What do we want you to do if you want to extend your learning?): 

 You may spend more time online if you wish, and I would be happy to discuss any of these topics 

with you via Gmail.  WebEx videoconferencing is also available for online discussions if desired, but 

must be attended by at least two students to be scheduled.  Contact me through email if you are 

interested.   

 Periodically, I will add extended learning activities that you may accept if you are interested.  Please 

watch for notices of these at the top of our Google Classroom. 

 

Please take care and enjoy your holiday weekend! 
 

 

 

 

 

 


